
ICT Prim. 4 – First Term2

Summary1

LessonLesson 1
   Albert Lin is an archeologist.

   Above ground tools:
❶   Satellites and Drones:

Take photographs of the Earth from above.
❷    Global Positioning System (GPS):

Finds the location of something using satellites.

   Underground tools: 
❶   Magnetometer:

- Measures the magnetic field.
- Finds metal underground.

❷   Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR):
Discovers objects buried underground.
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ICT Prim. 4 – First Term 3

October Revision – 1 Summary

LessonLesson 3
   Computers are important to write documents, create presentations, 
create tables, create videos, browse the internet, and play games.

   The shape and components of computers differ according to:
1  Model     2   Manufacturing date

Input Devices Output Devices

❶  Keyboard •  To type letters and 
numbers into the 
computer.

❶  Screen •  Shows what you 
and the computer 
are doing.

❷  Mouse •  To select and move 
things easily.

❷  Speaker •  To hear others.
•  To output sound.

❸  Camera •  To allow others 
to see you.

•  To input images 
or videos into 
the computer.

❸  Printer •  To output texts 
or images from 
your computer on 
paper.

❹  Microphone •  To allow others 
to hear you. 

•  To input sound, 
audio, and 
music into the 
computer.

❹   Braille 
terminal

•  It allows blind 
people to use 
computers. (How?)

•  It converts text on 
the screen into 
Braille characters.

❺  Scanner •  To input texts 
and images 
from paper into 
the computer.

❺     Speech 
synthesizer

•  It allows non-
verbal people to 
speak. (How?)

•  It changes text to 
speech.

Note:
•   A touch screen can be used as an input device and an output device.
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ICT Prim. 4 – First Term4

October Revision – 1 Summary

LessonLesson 4
   The CPU: It is a device that is used to process data and converts it into 
information.

Data Information
CPU

Processing

Software
1. Operating System 2. Programs (Applications)

   It is a software system that 
manages hardware and 
software.

Examples:

•  Windows: It is the most famous 
operating system for computers.

•  Android: It is the most famous 
operating system for cell phones. 

❶   MS Word: It is used to write 
documents or reports.

❷   MS Excel: It is used to create 
tables and graphs.

❸   MS PowerPoint: It is used to 
create presentations.

❹   Google Chrome: It is a browser 
that allows you browse websites 
on the internet.

❺   Gaming applications:

LessonLesson 5
   Assistive Technology: It helps people of determination (disabilities) to do 
daily activities.

Disabilities Assistive Technology

•  Limb difference 
(amputated leg)

•  Prosthetic legs
•  Paraclimbing tools (for climbers with Limb 

differences)
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ICT Prim. 4 – First Term 5

October Revision – 1 Summary

• Trouble hearing •  Hearing aids

•  Visually impaired 
people  
( trouble in vision)

•  Screen magnification software
•  Cell phones with large buttons
•  Ball that makes noise

•  Blind people •  Braille method 
(convert letters to prominent symbols)

•  Speech and 
language disabilities

•  Alternative communication software 
(change text into speech and vice versa)

   Stephen Hawking used:
❶  Motorized wheelchair to move.
❷  Speech synthesizer to communicate.

LessonLesson 6
   ICT tools might have a temporary breakdown or failure.
❶   An app doesn’t open: Restart    check update    uninstall & 

reinstall app.
❷   The mouse/ keyboard doesn’t work: Make sure it is connected correctly, 

then restart    replace the mouse/keyboard with a new one.
❸  Your screen freezes: Press ‘’Alt+Ctrl+Del’’    Restart.
❹  You can’t find a file: Use the Search box in Start menu.

Notes:

❶  Restarting a device can often solve many common ICT problems.
❷   If you have tried but can’t solve the problem, the last step is to ask 

your teacher or family for help.
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Model Exams2

ICT Prim. 4 – First Term 1

Model Exam
1

1  Choose the correct answer:
1   ......................... is/are used to get pictures of any region from above.

a. GPS b. A magnetometer  c. Drones
2   A ......................... is used to copy paper inside the computer.

a. printer b. scanner c. display screen
3   ................... is considered from the hardware components of the computer.

a. PowerPoint b. Browser c. The CPU
4   One of the attached devices that is used during video calls is the 

......................... .
a. printer b. scanner c. camera

5   ......................... is considered from software in the personal computer.
a. Excel b. A keyboard c. A printer

2  Put (3) or (✗):
1   Albert Lin is an archaeologist. (       ) 
2   The most important element of the computer system is you.  (       ) 
3   Google is the most famous operating system.  (       ) 
4   When you work on a computer, you should save your work regularly.  

 (       ) 
5   If you can't find a file, you should restart your computer.  (       ) 

3  Complete the following using the words between the brackets:
(Scanner – printer- Hearing aids – Google Chrome- Speech synthesizer)

1   ......................... allows non-verbal people to speak.
2   A ......................... is used to output text or images on paper. 
3   ......................... help people of hearing disabilities.
4   A ......................... copies images or paper to the computer.
5   ........................ is a web browser used to surf the internet.
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ICT Prim. 4 – First Term2

October Revision – 2 Model Exams

Model Exam
2

1  Choose the correct answer:
1   The ......................... enables us to identify objects buried underground.

a. GPR b. GPS  c. GPA
2   A program that creates a slideshow is called ......................... .

a. Word b. PowerPoint c. Excel
3   The ......................... is responsible for managing both hardware and software.

a. CPU b. operating system c. keyboard
4   ......................... is/are devices that are used to enter data into a computer.

  a. Input devices b. Output devices c. The CPU
5   You receive a message from a friend who is lost and you want to try to 

find them, you will use ......................... . 
a. the GPS b. Excel c. the GPR

6   ......................... allows blind people to use the computer.
a. Speech synthesizer b. Braille terminal c. Keyboard

7  The  .........................  is responsible for processing data
a. CPU b. printer c. screen

8   People who have trouble hearing can use ......................... . 
a. hearing aids b. screen zoom c. sporting tools

2  Put (3) or (✗):
1   The magnetometer is used to determine places via satellites.  (       ) 
2   A computer is used to create and edit spreadsheets and presentations. (       ) 
3   The screen helps in processing data.  (       ) 

3  Complete the following using the words between the brackets:
(keyboard- Windows- touchscreen- CPU )

1   The ......................... processes data and converts it into information.
2   ......................... is the most famous operating system for computers.
3   A ......................... acts as both an input and output device.
4   A ......................... is used to enter words and numbers to a computer.
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ICT Prim. 4 – First Term 3

October Revision – 2 Model Exams

Model Exam
3

1  Choose the correct answer:
1   The GPS  in your mobile  is connected to .................. to determine locations.

a. rockets b. spacecrafts c. satellites
2   The computer shape depends on the following, except the ......................... .

a. model b. manufacture date c. software
3   If you want to find a file in your PC, you should ......................... .

a. restart the device  b. press 'Alt+Ctrl+Del' c. use the Search box
4   ......................... is a software that is used to assist the visually impaired.

a. Earphone b. Screen enlargement
c. Alternative communication software

5   The ......................... is used to output texts and images on paper
a. screen b. scanner c. printer

6   .........................  help people of determination to move.
a. Sports equipment b. Prosthetic devices c. Hearing aids

7   The operating system sends ......................... to the CPU to be processed.
a. data  b. information c. neither of them

8   The most of ICT problems can be solved by ......................... .
a. pressing Del+Alt+Ctrl  b. checking connection
c. restarting the device

2  Put (3) or (✗):
1   A magnetometer is used to discover metals underground.  (       ) 
2   Using the Search box helps you find any file on your PC.  (       ) 
3   Modern hearing aids can be connected to mobile devices  (       ) 
4   A keyboard is a device that is used to output data.  (       ) 
5   Braille transforms letters into raised symbols that can be read by touching. 

 (       ) 
6   The operating system is not necessary to deal with the computer.  (       ) 
7   Screen magnification software helps people with difficulties.  (       ) 
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ICT Prim. 4 – First Term4

October Revision – 2 Model Exams

Model Exam
4

1  Choose the correct answer:
1   The ......................... is an archaeological tool that is used to measure the 

magnetic field underground.
a. GPR b. GPS c. magnetometer

2   The program that is used to write CV (resume) is ......................... .
a. Screen magnification b. Word c. Speech synthesizer

3   Screen magnification software is used to help people who have ............... .
a. hearing impairment b. poor vision c. limb loss

4   The component responsible for entering the data into a computer is the 
......................... .
a. keyboard b. CPU c. printer

5   The......................... allows you to enter a sound to your computer.
a. speech synthesizer  b. speaker c. microphone

6   Operating system is a/an ......................... .
a. input device b. software c. hardware

7   Prosthetic legs and wheelchairs help people with ......................... .
a. hearing troubles  b. movement disabilities  c. poor vision

8   Press and hold the "Ctrl" + "Alt" + "Del" buttons when ......................... . 
a. you can't find a file b. the screen freezes c. an app can't open

2  Put (3) or (✗):
1   The Global Positioning System (GPS) is used to locate things under the 

ground.  (       ) 
2   The scanner is used to print images from the computer on paper.  (       ) 
3   Drones are used to get pictures of objects above ground.  (       ) 
4   The central processing unit (CPU) is a type of software.  (       ) 
5   Information is the final result we get after processing the data.  (       ) 
6   Press ''Del + Alt + Ctrl'' if the mouse is not working.  (       ) 
7   Some computer programs can change text to speech and vice versa.  (       ) 
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ICT Prim. 4 – First Term 5

October Revision – 2 Model Exams

Model Exam
5

1  Choose the correct answer:
1   Tourists depend on the ......................... to determine their locations.

a. GPS b. magnetometer c. drones
2   The ......................... can change text to audio and vice versa. 

a. speaker b. microphone
c. alternative communication software

3   Information is considered the processing product of ......................... .
a. data b. digital blogs c. e-mail

4   ......................... is a device that allows non-speakers to speak.
a. Scanner b. Printer c. Speech synthesizer

5   The most important element of the computer system is the ......................... .
a. mouse b. user c. screen

6   To access websites online, you can use the ......................... .
 a. Excel b. Word c. browser

7   Alternative communication software helps people with ............. disabilities.
a. speech b. movement  c. seeing

8   If the ......................... you might need to check if the keyboard cable is 
connected or not.
a. mouse isn't working b. keyboard isn't working  c. screen freezes

2  Put (3) or (✗):
1   Ground penetrating radar is used to discover objects buried underground 

 (       ) 
2   Input devices in computers work on processing data.  (       ) 
3   If the app still won't open, restart your computer and try again.  (       ) 
4   Data entry is the last stage of access to final information.  (       ) 
5   Assistive technology can help with both ordinary and extraordinary 

tasks.  (       ) 
6   Removing  the Word program from your device helps solve most problems. 

 (       ) 
7   Magnification software is an assistive technology. (       ) 
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ICT Prim. 4 – First Term6

October Revision – 2 Model Exams

Model Exam
1

1   1  c 2  b 3  c 4  c
5  a    

2   1  3 2  3 3  ✗ 4  T
5  ✗

3   1  Speech synthesizer
2  printer 3  Hearing aids
4  scanner
5  Google Chrome

Model Exam
2

1   1  a 2  b 3  b 4  a
5  a 6  b 7  a 8  a

2   1  ✗ 2  3 3  ✗  

3   1  CPU  2  Windows
3  touchscreen 4  keyboard

Model Exam
3

1   1  c 2  c 3  c 4  b
5  c 6  b 7  a 8  c

2   1  3 2  3 3  3 4  ✗
5  3 6  ✗ 7  3

Model Exam
4

1   1  c 2  b 3  b 4  a

5  c 6  b 7  b 8  b

2   1  ✗ 2  ✗ 3  3 4  F

5  3 6  ✗ 7  3  

Model Exam
5

1   1  a 2  c 3  a 4  c

5  b 6  c 7  a 8  b

2   1  3 2  ✗ 3  3 4  ✗

5  3 6  ✗ 7  3  
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Question 1: Put (✓) or (X):  

1- Input devices in computer work on processing data (   ) 

2- The magnetometer is used to discover metals underground (  ) 

3- Screen magnification software is an assistive technology (    ) 

4- CPU is a type of software (       ) 

5- The Engineers relied on the magnetometer to locate construction 

sites (    ) 

6- Magnetometer is used to determine places via satellites (   ) 

7- The Earth penetrating radar is used to detect underground minerals 

(     ) 

8- Information is the final result we get after processing the data (   ) 

9- You can find your own picture on your computer through the 

search box (   ) 

10- Restarting the device helps solve some problems (   ) 

11- MS word is a kind of device (    ) 

12- Screen helps in processing data (     ) 

13- The Earth penetrating radar is used to find objects under the 

surface of the Earth (  ) 

14- The telephone was used for the first time in the era before the 

mechanical revolution. ( ) 

15- Emails is used to share data and communicate among friends (   ) 

16- The mouse is used to type on the computer. (    ) 

17- Windows is the most popular operating system for computers. (  ) 

18- Ask teacher for help, in case you have a problem with your 

computer at school and you cannot solve it (  ) 

19- Social media is a way to report information by writing posts and 

comments online (   ) 

20- A graph is a good way to display and compare results (  ) 
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21- An interview is a conversation between two or more people face to 

face (   ) 

22- The taxi driver relies on the GPS device (   )  

23- Braille transforms letters into prominent symbols that can be read 

by touching (  ) 

24- Archaeologists determine which sites to dig, based on the results of 

an above ground survey. ( ) 

25- Removing Word program from your device helps solve most 

problems. ( ) 

26- Books and magazines are sources of data collection. ( ) 

27- Output devices help in processing data. ( ) 

28- GPS is used to find the location of places you might  

need to visit. ( ) 

29- Scanner is used to print images from your computer on paper (  ) 

30- Satellites appeared in the era of the mechanical revolution (  ) 

31- Assistive technology is a technology that helps people of 

determination go about their daily lives (  ) 

32- We analyze data in order to organize it in a graph (  ) 

33- If you can't find a file, you should restart your computer. (    ) 

34- You can collect data from many different sources. (     ) 

35- Surveys and experiments are one of the most important sources 

of data collection () 

36- To reach accurate results, you must use social sites (   ) 

37- A blog is considered personal opinions that express its owner (   ) 

38- Word processing software is a type of device ( ) 

39- You can see what you are doing in your device by looking at the 

display screen (     ) 

40- Archeologists use ground penetrating radar to find objects above 

the ground (          ) 

41- The operating system is necessary to run the computer (   ) 
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42- Global positioning system connects to satellites to determine 

locations (         )  

43- Albert lin uses prosthetic leg that enables him to talk and 

communicate (    ) 

44- A computer is a machine processing data into valuable 

information. It also has the ability to store and retrive the data  ( ) 

45- The Pascaline is an example of technology from the pre-

mechanical age (     ) 

46- Hearing aids are one of the prosthetic devices for people with 

hearing disabilities (   ) 

47- The screen is an output device (   ) 

48- If the keyboard does not work, you must use the search box (   ) 

49- Electricity was first used during the Electromechanical age  (       ) 

50- Keyboard is used to output data (      ) 

51- We use scanner to transfer text and image from paper to our 

computer (   ) 
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Question 2: Choose the correct answer 

1. .................... is a way that converts letters into prominent symbols that 

can be read by touching. 

a- Ear piece    b- Screen        c- Braille 

2. the common way to report data is .............. 

a) blogs              b) emails                c) mouse              d) programs 

3........................ is a way to report information by writing posts and 

comments online 

a) video chat         b) social media     c) interviews           d) TV programs 

4. ...................... is a visual communication (audio and image) over the 

internet using a webcam 

a) video chat             b) social media         c) Blog         d) Interview 

5.Before you show your results on charts, you should.................. 

a) share it online with others            b) analyze them          c) remove 

them 

6.You can collect data from many sources like ............. 

a) keyboard      b) GPS       C) Books         d) both a&c 

7. Technology that helps people of determination to carry out their daily 

tasks easily is called .................. 

a) magnetometer     b) assistive technology     c) operating system  

8. Alternative communication software helps people with ............... 

disabilities  

a) Speech      b) Movement       c) Seeing        d) Hearing  
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9. ......................... is considered from the hardware components of a 

computer 

a) PowerPoint    b) Browser       c) CPU       d) Microsoft word 

10- word processing program like Microsoft work is a type of ......... 

a) information        b) hardware    c) software        d) games 

11.The ................ allows us to output the text and images on paper 

a) printer      b) scanner        c) speaker        d) screen 

12.The computer is used for ............ 

a) writing document        b) sending emails       c) both a and b  

13.You can move things easily with the ................. 

a) screen          b) mouse       c) microphone     d) speakers 

14. All the following are input units except the .............. 

a) mouse     b) keyboard    c) screen    d) camera 

15. the ...................... age first invention was a printing process and 

Pascaline  

a) pre mechanical     b) electronic    c) mechanical   d) Electromechanical 

16. GPS and satellites were invented during ................. age 

a) Mechanical   b) pre mechanical   c) electronic     d) Electromechanical 

17. ......................... is used to detect old coins underground 

a) magnetometer      b) GPS      C) GPR      d) drone 

18.................... are used to communicate with audio and image. 

a- Video calls     b- Digital articles      c- digital blogs 
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19. It is preferable to .................... after repairing or reinstalling the 

mouse to the device. 

a- connect the power charger to the device 

b- check electrical connections 

c- restart the device 

20.The component responsible for entering the data for the computer 

a-keyboard     b-CPU     c-printer 

21. The camera and microphone are used in ................. 

a- published articles     b- text messages    c- video calls 

22 . .................... is used to express your personal opinions on the 

internet. 

a- Digital blog     b- Emails     c-GPS 

23. Screen zoom software is used to help people who suffer from 

.................... 

a- hearing impairment     b- visual impairment    c- limb loss 

24.……………... is used to copy paper inside the computer 

a-Screen   b-Scanner   c-Speech installer 

25................ is a device that allows non-speakers to speak. 

a-Scanner   b- Printer    c- Speech Synthesizer 

26.................... is used in the electronic age  

a- Email                    b- Pascaline                c- paper 

27..................... is a device that helps people with hearing impairment. 

a-Speakers    b-Printer     c- hearing aids 
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28..................... enables you to take the audio clips out of the computer. 

a-The mouse     b-The speaker    c-the screen zooms software 

92 .When there's a problem opening one of the Apps on your computer, 

you might need to .................... 

a- restart your device    b- replace the mouse    c- replace the keyboard 

03 .If you can’t find a file in your pc, you should .... ..………. 

a-Restart the device   b-Press on Del+Alt+Ctrl   C-Use the Search Box 

31. press and hold ctrl+Alt+Del buttons when ....................... 

a- the screen freezes   b- you cannot find a file   c-an app won’t open 

32.Screen magnification software enables ...................  

a- Showing Information    b- Hearing the information   c-Printing papers 

33. The speaker used to 

a-Input Audio   b-Output Audio c-Print papers 

34.People of determination (of a missing limb) practice their daily life 

using .............  

a- Prosthetic leg.     b- Keyboard      c- Camera 

35. The timeline of technological evolution is .................... 

a- Word, Pen, Typewriter  

b- Typewriter, Pen, Word. 

c- Pen, Typewriter, Word.  

36. The ……………. Is responsible for processing data 

a) printer     b) screen          c) CPU 

37. Information is the processing product of 

a) Data           b) digital blogs    c) Email 
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38. A program that students use to write is  

a) Word                b) Power point       c) Google chrome    d) Paint 

39. The CD is considered from the ……………… sources 

a) Digital        b) Printed 

40. The first step of solving any problem is ………. the data 

a) Graphing     b) Collecting        c) Analyzing 

41.Inside the science lab, we do a lot of ……………. with our teacher to 

collect data 

a) Surveys     b) Books            c) experiments 

42.You can use …………. Whether they are printed or digital to collect 

data 

a) Surveys      b) Books               c) Interviews 

43…………… is the best software used to analyze data 

a) MS word       b) MS Excel              c) MS PowerPoint 

44. when you analyze the information you have collected, you 

................your finding  

a) Review       b) research          c) collect 

45- ………. the most common graph to present information 

a) Bar graph      b) Pie graph        c) Line graph 

46- is a way to report information in face-to-face conversation 

a) Blogging       b) Email             c) Interview 

47- ………………. Is a communication among people using SMS 

a) Video chat           b) Social media           c) Text messages 
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48- A way to report information through programs, is called 

a) Tv programs     b) Interviews     c) Video chat 

49- …………. Is a software which you can use to create presentations 

a) Ms word    b) PowerPoint   c) Windows 

Question 3: Complete 

1- (Screen - Medical hearing aid –Pascaline- Ctrl+Alt+Del- ICT 

tools) 

1- The .................... displays photos and videos 

2- .................... help people with abilities who suffer from hearing 

problems. 

3- The era of mechanical revolution was characterized by 

....................  

4- Computer, laptops and tablets are ....................... 

5- ................ resposible for closing computer applications 

2- (Word- GPS- Operating system Windows –Hearing aids- Restart 

the device)  

1- Tourists depend on .................... to determine the location. 

2- .................... Is necessary to operate any computer. 

3- You can write your cv or your research using ………. Program 

4- .................... Helps people who suffer from hearing problems. 

5- In case you can’t open an application, you should .................... 

3- (Keyboard -interview-Books and magazines- trusted-GPS) 

1- ……………….. is a conversation between two or more people to 

obtain information needed for a topic 

2- ……………… is used to locate objects by satellite 

3- …………. Enables us to write letters and number 

4- ………………. Are from the sources of data collection 
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5- We should make sure to use sources that can be ................ 

4- (Data collection - data sources - bar graph- Paper- Excel) 

1- The most common graph is .................... 

2-  from .................... Books and references. 

3-  You can draw graphs on ....................  

4-  One of the most popular applications for drawing graphs 

………… 

5- (Satellites-Global positioning System - Drones -Ground 

penetrating radar- Magnetometer) 

1- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ls used by archaeologists to find buried 

objects underground. 

2- The pictures obtained by archaeologists, some of which may be 

from ................... and other may be from …………. 

3- -You receive a message from a friend informing you that he has 

lost his way, so you try using .................... It is called GPS. 

4-  ................... A device measures the magnetic field and is used to 

detect minerals in the ground. 

6- (Applications - Operating Systems - Windows - Operating 

System) 

1-  Computer software is divided into .................... and applications 

programs. 

2-  ................... one of the most famous and well-known operating 

system 

3- .................... are ready-made, multi-purpose software and services. 

4- ................... it is the program responsible for operating and 

managing 
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Question 4: Match 

1- 

Column A Column B 

1-It is an example of assistive 

technology for people of hearing 

problems  

a) GPS 

2-A tool that is used to locate your 

location by satellite 

b)  CPU 

3-The operating system sends the 

data to the ………. unit for 

processing 

c) Screen zoom software 

4- Helps people with visual 

impairment read e books 

d) Hearing aids 

 

2- 

A B 

1- Keyboard a) Outputs audio data 

2- Speaker b) View visual data as images 

3- Screen c) EKB 

4- Many documents are 

available on 

d) Can use a ball that make 

noise 

5- Football players e) Input letters and numbers 
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Model Answers 

Q1: True and false 

1-F, 2-T, 3-T, 4-F, 5-F, 6-F, 7-F, 8-T, 9-T, 10-T, 

 11-F, 12-F, 13-T, 14-F, 15-F, 16-F, 17-T, 18-T 

19-T, 20-T, 21-T, 22-T, 23-T, 24-T, 25-F, 26-T, 27-F, 28-T, 

29-F, 30-F, 31-T, 32-T, 33-F, 34-T,  

35-T, 36-F, 37-T, 38-F, 39-T, 40-F, 41-T, 42-T,  

43-F, 44-T, 45-F, 46-T, 47-T, 48-F, 49-T, 50-F,  

51-T 

Q2: Choose 

1-c, 2-b, 3-b, 4-a, 5-b, 6-c, 7-b, 8-a, 9-c, 10-c,  

11-a, 12-c, 13-b, 14-c, 15-c, 16-c, 17-a, 18-a,  

19-c, 20-a, 21-c, 22-a, 23-b, 24-b, 25-c, 26-a, 

 27-c, 28-b, 29-a, 30-c, 31-a, 32-a, 33-b, 34-a, 35-c, 36-c, 

37-a, 38-a, 39-a, 40-b, 41-c, 42-b, 

43-b, 44-a, 45-a, 46-c, 47-c, 48, -a, 49-b 
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Q3: Complete 

1) 1-screen, 2- medical hearing aid, 3-pascaline, 4-

ICT tools, 5-Ctrl+Alt+Del 

2) 1-GPS, 2-Operating system windows, 3-word, 4-

hearing aids, 5-retart the device 

3) 1-Interviews, 2-GPS, 3-keyboards, 4-Books and 

magazines, 5-trusted 

4) 1-bar graph, 2-data collection, 3-paper, 4-Excel 

5) 1-Ground penetrating radar, 2-Satellites-Drones, 

3-Global positioning system, 4- magnetometer 

6) 1-Operating system, 2-Windows, 3-Application, 

4-Operating system 

Q4: Match 

1) 1-d, 2-a, 3-b, 4-c 

2) 1-e, 2-a, 3-b, 4-c, 5-d 

 



 

ICT Grade 4 

 

1-Choose the correct answer: 

 

1-…………….. used technological tool to explore 

archaeologic sites without digging. 

 

(Archaeologist-doctor-architect) 

 

2-Albert lin an ………..that uses modern 

technology to explore ancient wonders. 

 

(doctor-architect- Archaeologist) 

 

3- Albert Lin can use photographs from ……….To 

find an object. 

(satellites and drones – magnetometers- ground 

penetrating radar) 

 

4-……………….This radar can discover objects 

buried underground. 

 

(Global position system -Ground penetrating 

radar- drones) 

 

5- Global position system (GPS) This is a way to 

find the location of something using………….. 



 

 

(Ground penetrating radar- drones-satellites) 

 

6- Magnetometer This measures a magnetic field. 

It can find ………….underground. 

 

( metal-wood- plastic ) 

 

7-The ………..is used to locate metallic bridges 

underground. 

 

(drones – magnetometers- ground penetrating 

radar) 

 

8-The archaeological tools help archeologists 

………. 

 

(to locate the market – decide where they can dig-

communicate with their friends) 

 

9- During this age, people started to communicate 

through pictures like hieroglyphics and later by 

words and numbers. 

(Pre-mechanical Age- The Mechanical Age- The 

Electronic Age) 

 



 

10-During this age, people recorded a tremendous 

amount of information. 

 

(The Mechanical Age -Pre-mechanical Age - The 

Electronic Age) 

 

11-One invention was a printing process which 

made it easier to make books, in the era of…… 

(Pre-mechanical Age- The Mechanical Age- The 

Electronic Age) 

 

12- This was the Beginning of communication as 

we know it today. During this age electricity was 

first used 

 

(Electro -Mechanical Age _ Mechanical Age 

_Electronic Age)   

 

13- During this age, make it easier to record and 

share. There was a technology explosion! 

 

(Pre-mechanical Age- The Mechanical Age- The 

Electronic Age) 

 

14- One invention was the ………..which was an 

early calculator. 

 



 

(Pascaline- first computer- typewriter) 

 

 

15- People would record lots of information about 

agreements made in this era……… 

 

(The Mechanical Age- The Electronic Age -Pre-

mechanical Age) 

 

16-. In The Electro -Mechanical Age many new 

types of inventions such as the ………… 

 

(telephone - first computer- typewriter) 

 

17- The first …………….was also produced.  it 

was 8 f et high, 50 feet long, 2 feet wide, and 

weighed 50 tons! 

 

(telephone -typewriter -digital computer) 

18- This is considered the information explosion 

age 

 

(The Mechanical Age- The Electronic Age -Pre-

mechanical Age) 

 

19-A key advancement in Electronic Age is …….. 

 



 

(Satellites- typewriter -digital computer) 

 

20- In The Electronic Age They help us 

communicate with people around the world 

instantly using ……. 

 

(instant messages - Satellites- typewriter) 

 

21-It is an electronic device for processing 

datastore in formation , restore it and process 

it……….. 

) computer- Satellites- Drones) 

 

23- The ………….. fits nicely into your hand. You 

can move things easily with it 

(keyboard -mouse - laptop) 

 

24-To use a computer, you need to have a 

………….to type on 

(keyboard- mouse- screen) 

 

25- The ……….shows you what you and the 
computer are doing 
(keyboard- mouse -screen) 

 

26- The …………….is used to copy papers inside 

your computer. 



 

(scanner- display screen- printer) 

 

27- The ………………...is a device that allows 

non-verbal person to communicate 

(microphone- speech synthesizer – speaker) 

 

28- ……………. enables you to take audio clips 

out of the computer. 

(The mouse-The speaker-The screen zoom 

software) 

 

29-All the following are from input 

devices of the computer 

components, except the………… 

 

 (screen-microphone-keyboard) 

 

30- ……………. allows you to enter a sound to  

our computer. 

(speech synthesizer -speaker -microphone) 

 

31- The…………….is used to output texts and 

images on paper. 
(screen- scanner-printer) 



 

 

32- ………is considered of the hardware 
component s of a computer. 

(CPU-Browser-Android) 

 

33-………is considered one of the software on the 

personal computer 

(the printer- screen-MS Excel) 

 

34-to access website online, you can use…….. 

(MS Excel-MS Word-browser) 

 

35- The …………….is a type of hardware. it 
controls what and how data is processed.  
(operating system-CPU- computer) 

 

36-operating system is a ………… 

(input -software-hardware) 

 

37-the operating system send ……to the CPU 

(data-information-neither of them)  

 

38- This software enlarges everything on a 

computer screen 

(screen magnification software- Hearing aids- Para 

climbing tools) 

 



 

39- ……………... help people who have trouble 

hearing 

(screen magnification software- Hearing aids- Para 

climbing tools) 

 

40- Hearing aids can now be connected to a 

person's …………... Many also come with 

smartphone apps. 

(mobile devices- limb- hand bike) 

 

41- …………..help people with speech and 

language disabilities communicate with others 

(screen magnification software- Hearing aids -

Alternative communication) 

 

42- ………..tools allow  climbers  with limb 

difference to climb mountains 

(Para climbing - screen magnification software- 

Hearing aids) 
 

43- …………can help with ordinary and 

extraordinary activities 

(assistive technology- limb- hand bike) 

 

44- There are many more you can research 

including footballs that make a ……… 

(limb- noise -hand bike) 



 

 

45- ………. that has 3 wheels and is powered by 

your hands, and even running blades. 

(assistive technology- limb -hand bike) 

 

46- ………..was a famous scientist who used 

assistive technology to help him communicate 

(Albert Lin -Stephen Hawking-Anika Ullah) 

47- He still does all of the things he did before 

including exploring many places around the world by 

his…….. 
(Hearing aids -prosthetic leg- Sporting tools) 

 

48- writing school reports and homework using 
…….. 

(Hearing aids  -Microsoft Word- screen 

magnification) 

 

49-If An app won’t open you can ………… 

(downloads folder -Restart your computer- power 

off your computer) 

 

50- If you still have problems, uninstall and 
reinstall the app if ………. 

(downloads folder -Restart your computer- An app 

won’t open) 

 



 

51-If The mouse cursor isn’t working Make sure 

you connect the ……………to the correct place in 

the. motherboard  

(mouse cable- Restart your computer- An app 

won’t open) 

 

52- If you can’t ………………Check your downloads 
folder 
(mouse cursor isn’t working -find a file- app won’t 
open) 
 
53- Try doing a search using the ………..next to the 
start button 
(restart your device -power off -search box) 
 
54- Your screen freezes Press and hold the ……… 
buttons together 
(Ctrl, Alt , Del -- cod, Alt ,Del -- Ctrl, Alt ,shift) 
 
55- you can collect data from a variety of sources , 
common sources like books and articles it may be  
………. 
(digital - print – both of them) 
 
56- It is very important that you are certain that 
the information you are col1ecting is …… 



 

(accurate- unreliable- trends) 
 
57- When you analyze the data you have 
collected, you review your ……… 
(unreliable- trends -finding) 
 
58- the best way to interpret a lot of data is to 
look for …………….in the information 
(digital - print -trends) 
 
59- Once you have analyzed the information you 
have collected, you are ready to graph the 
information. A common graph is a………... 
(print -bar graph -trends) 
 
60- You can draw graphs on paper, or make them 
on a computer using software like ……. 
(print -bar graph -Excel) 
 
 

 

 

2-Put (T) /(F) 

1- Albert Lin uses satellites and GPR to know  

the location of ancient regions. (   ) 



 

 

2- The magnetometer is used to determine directions 

via satellites. (   ) 

 

3- Drones are used by archaeologists to get 

pictures of objects above the ground. (   ) 

 

 

4- Archaeologists use a ground penetrating radar 

to find objects above the ground. (   ) 

 

5- GPR is used to discover minerals underground 

before digging. (   ) 

 

 

6- The archaeological tools help tourists decide 

where to dig. (   ) 

 

7- You might know that you can use a computer 

to write documents, send emails, play games 

and browse the internet ( ) 

 

8- The shape of the computer and its components 

also differ according to the device's model 

and its manufacturing date. ( )  

 

 



 

9- A personal computer similar from the laptop 

or the tablet ( ) 

 

10- To see anything, you also need a screen. 

The screen shows you what you and the 

computer are doing ( ) 

 

11- The most important element of the 

computer system is you (  ) 

 

12- The operating system is a type of 

hardware. it controls what and how data is 

processed. ( ) 

 

13- If the program has a problem before the 

operating system tells the CPU to save 

everything. ( ) 

 

14- Hearing aids help people who have trouble 

hearing. ( ) 

 

15- Hearing aids help people with speech and 

language disabilities communicate with 

others. ( ) 

 

16- Para climbing tools allow climbers with 

limb difference to climb mountains. ( ) 



 

 

17- Stephen Hawking was a famous scientist 

who used assistive technology. ( ) 

 

18- Albert Lin has limb difference but he 

doesn't let that stop him. ( ) 

 

19- ICT tools like a computer, tablet or laptop 

( ) 

 

20- writing school reports and homework 

using Microsoft Excel. ( )  

 

21- If you cannot solve the computer problem, 

ask your teacher or family for help ( ) 

 

22- If the problem isn't solved, there might be 

a defect in the mouse and you might need to 

replace it. ( ) 

 

23- if you are looking for a Microsoft word 

file, look in your pictures folder. ( ) 

 

24- if you are looking for a photo look in your 

documents folder. ( ) 

 



 

25- If this option doesn't work in Your screen 

freezes, try to power off your computer and 

restart. ( ) 

 

26- If The keyboard isn’t typing Make sure 

you connect the mouse cable to the correct 

place in the motherboard. ( ) 

 

27- It is very important that you are certain 

that the information you are col1ecting is 

accurate. ( ) 

 

28- When you analyze the data you have 

collected, you review your finding ( ) 

 

29- the best way to interpret a lot of data is to 

look for trends in the information ( ) 

 

30- A common graph is a bio graph. ( ) 

 

31- Bar graphs clearly present and compare 

different categories of information. ( ) 

 

32- You can draw graphs on paper, or make 

them on a computer using software like word. 

( )  



 

ICT Grade 4 

 

1-Choose the correct answer: 

 

1-…………….. used technological tool to explore 

archaeologic sites without digging . 

 

(Archaeologist-doctor-architect) 

 

2-Albert lin an ………..that uses modern 

technology to explore ancient wonders. 

 

(doctor-architect- Archaeologist) 

 

3- Albert Lin can use photographs from ……….To 

find an object. 

(satellites and drones – magnetometers- ground 

penetrating radar) 

 

4-……………….This radar can discover objects 

buried underground. 

 

(Global position system -Ground penetrating 

radar- drones) 

 

5- Global position system (GPS) This is a way to 

find the location of something using………….. 



 

 

(Ground penetrating radar- drones-satellites) 

 

6- Magnetometer This measures a magnetic field. 

It can find ………….underground. 

 

( metal-wood- plastic ) 

 

7-The ………..is used to locate metallic bridges 

underground. 

 

(drones – magnetometers- ground penetrating 

radar) 

 

8-The archaeological tools help archeologists 

………. 

 

(to locate the market – decide where they can dig-

communicate with their friends) 

 

9- During this age, people started to communicate 

through pictures like hieroglyphics and later by 

words and numbers. 

(Pre-mechanical Age- The Mechanical Age- The 

Electronic Age) 

 



 

10-During this age, people recorded a tremendous 

amount of information. 

 

(The Mechanical Age -Pre-mechanical Age - The 

Electronic Age) 

 

11-One invention was a printing process which 

made it easier to make books, in the era of…… 

(Pre-mechanical Age- The Mechanical Age- The 

Electronic Age) 

 

12- This was the Beginning of communication as 

we know it today. During this age electricity was 

first used 

 

(Electro -Mechanical Age _ Mechanical Age 

_Electronic Age)   

 

13- During this age, make it easier to record and 

share. There was a technology explosion! 

 

(Pre-mechanical Age- The Mechanical Age- The 

Electronic Age) 

 

14- One invention was the ………..which was an 

early calculator. 

 



 

(Pascaline- first computer- typewriter) 

 

 

15- People would record lots of information about 

agreements made in this era……… 

 

(The Mechanical Age- The Electronic Age -Pre-

mechanical Age) 

 

16-. In The Electro -Mechanical Age many new 

types of inventions such as the ………… 

 

(telephone - first computer- typewriter) 

 

17- The first …………….was also produced.  it 

was 8 f et high, 50 feet long, 2 feet wide, and 

weighed 50 tons! 

 

(telephone -typewriter -digital computer) 

18- This is considered the information explosion 

age 

 

(The Mechanical Age- The Electronic Age -Pre-

mechanical Age) 

 

19-A key advancement in Electronic Age is …….. 

 



 

(Satellites- typewriter -digital computer) 

 

20- In The Electronic Age They help us 

communicate with people around the world 

instantly using ……. 

 

(instant messages - Satellites- typewriter) 

 

21-It is an electronic device for processing 

datastore in formation , restore it and process 

it……….. 

) computer- Satellites- Drones) 

 

23- The ………….. fits nicely into your hand. You 

can move things easily with it 

(keyboard -mouse - laptop) 

 

24-To use a computer, you need to have a 

………….to type on 

(keyboard- mouse- screen) 

 

25- The ……….shows you what you and the 
computer are doing 
(keyboard- mouse -screen) 

 

26- The …………….is used to copy papers inside 

your computer. 



 

(scanner- display screen- printer) 

 

27- The ………………...is a device that allows 

non-verbal person to communicate 

(microphone- speech synthesizer – speaker) 

 

28- ……………. enables you to take audio clips 

out of the computer. 

(The mouse-The speaker-The screen zoom 

software) 

 

29-All the following are from input 

devices of the computer 

components, except the………… 

 

 (screen-microphone-keyboard) 

 

30- ……………. allows you to enter a sound to  

our computer. 

(speech synthesizer -speaker -microphone) 

 

31- The…………….is used to output texts and 

images on paper. 
(screen- scanner-printer) 



 

 

32- ………is considered of the hardware 
component s of a computer. 

(CPU-Browser-Android) 

 

33-………is considered one of the software on the 

personal computer 

(the printer- screen-MS Excel) 

 

34-to access website online, you can use…….. 

(MS Excel-MS Word-browser) 

 

35- The …………….is a type of hardware. it 
controls what and how data is processed.  
(operating system-CPU- computer) 

 

36-operating system is a ………… 

(input -software-hardware) 

 

37-the operating system send ……to the CPU 

(data-information-neither of them)  

 

38- This software enlarges everything on a 

computer screen 

(screen magnification software- Hearing aids- Para 

climbing tools) 

 



 

39- ……………... help people who have trouble 

hearing 

(screen magnification software- Hearing aids- Para 

climbing tools) 

 

40- Hearing aids can now be connected to a 

person's …………... Many also come with 

smartphone apps. 

(mobile devices- limb- hand bike) 

 

41- …………..help people with speech and 

language disabilities communicate with others 

(screen magnification software- Hearing aids -

Alternative communication) 

 

42- ………..tools allow  climbers  with limb 

difference to climb mountains 

(Para climbing - screen magnification software- 

Hearing aids) 
 

43- …………can help with ordinary and 

extraordinary activities 

(assistive technology- limb- hand bike) 

 

44- There are many more you can research 

including footballs that make a ……… 

(limb- noise -hand bike) 



 

 

45- ………. that has 3 wheels and is powered by 

your hands, and even running blades. 

(assistive technology- limb -hand bike) 

 

46- ………..was a famous scientist who used 

assistive technology to help him communicate 

(Albert Lin -Stephen Hawking-Anika Ullah) 

47- He still does all of the things he did before 

including exploring many places around the world by 

his…….. 
(Hearing aids -prosthetic leg- Sporting tools) 

 

48- writing school reports and homework using 
…….. 

(Hearing aids  -Microsoft Word- screen 

magnification) 

 

49-If An app won’t open you can ………… 

(downloads folder -Restart your computer- power 

off your computer) 

 

50- If you still have problems, uninstall and 
reinstall the app if ………. 

(downloads folder -Restart your computer- An app 

won’t open) 

 



 

51-If The mouse cursor isn’t working Make sure 

you connect the ……………to the correct place in 

the. motherboard  

(mouse cable- Restart your computer- An app 

won’t open) 

 

52- If you can’t ………………Check your downloads 
folder 
(mouse cursor isn’t working -find a file- app won’t 
open) 
 
53- Try doing a search using the ………..next to the 
start button 
(restart your device -power off -search box) 
 
54- Your screen freezes Press and hold the ……… 
buttons together 
(Ctrl, Alt , Del -- cod, Alt ,Del -- Ctrl, Alt ,shift) 
 
55- you can collect data from a variety of sources , 
common sources like books and articles it may be  
………. 
(digital - print – both of them) 
 
56- It is very important that you are certain that 
the information you are col1ecting is …… 



 

(accurate- unreliable- trends) 
 
57- When you analyze the data you have 
collected, you review your ……… 
(unreliable- trends -finding) 
 
58- the best way to interpret a lot of data is to 
look for …………….in the information 
(digital - print -trends) 
 
59- Once you have analyzed the information you 
have collected, you are ready to graph the 
information. A common graph is a………... 
(print -bar graph -trends) 
 
60- You can draw graphs on paper, or make them 
on a computer using software like ……. 
(print -bar graph -Excel) 
 
 

 

 

2-Put (T) /(F) 

1- Albert Lin uses satellites and GPR to know  

the location of ancient regions. ( f ) 



 

 

2- The magnetometer is used to determine directions 

via satellites. ( f ) 

 

3- Drones are used by archaeologists to get 

pictures of objects above the ground. ( t ) 

 

 

4- Archaeologists use a ground penetrating radar 

to find objects above the ground. ( f ) 

 

5- GPR is used to discover minerals underground 

before digging. ( f ) 

 

 

6- The archaeological tools help tourists decide 

where to dig. ( f ) 

 

7- You might know that you can use a computer 

to write documents, send emails, play games 

and browse the internet (T) 

 

8- The shape of the computer and its components 

also differ according to the device's model 

and its manufacturing date. (T)  

 

 



 

9- A personal computer similar from the laptop 

or the tablet (F) 

 

10- To see anything, you also need a screen. 

The screen shows you what you and the 

computer are doing (T) 

 

11- The most important element of the 

computer system is you (T) 

 

12- The operating system is a type of 

hardware. it controls what and how data is 

processed. (F) 

 

13- If the program has a problem before the 

operating system tells the CPU to save 

everything. (T) 

 

14- Hearing aids help people who have trouble 

hearing. (T) 

 

15- Hearing aids help people with speech and 

language disabilities communicate with 

others. (F) 

 

16- Para climbing tools allow climbers with 

limb difference to climb mountains. (T) 



 

 

17- Stephen Hawking was a famous scientist 

who used assistive technology. (T) 

 

18- Albert Lin has limb difference but he 

doesn't let that stop him. (T) 

 

19- ICT tools like a computer, tablet or laptop 

(T) 

 

20- writing school reports and homework 

using Microsoft Excel. (F)  

 

21- If you cannot solve the computer problem, 

ask your teacher or family for help (T) 

 

22- If the problem isn't solved, there might be 

a defect in the mouse and you might need to 

replace it. (T) 

 

23- if you are looking for a Microsoft word 

file, look in your pictures folder. (F) 

 

24- if you are looking for a photo look in your 

documents folder. (F) 

 



 

25- If this option doesn't work in Your screen 

freezes, try to power off your computer and 

restart. (T) 

 

26- If The keyboard isn’t typing Make sure 

you connect the mouse cable to the correct 

place in the motherboard. (F) 

 

27- It is very important that you are certain 

that the information you are col1ecting is 

accurate. (T) 

 

28- When you analyze the data you have 

collected, you review your finding (T) 

 

29- the best way to interpret a lot of data is to 

look for trends in the information (T) 

 

30- A common graph is a bio graph. (F) 

 

31- Bar graphs clearly present and compare 

different categories of information. (T) 

 

32- You can draw graphs on paper, or make 

them on a computer using software like word. 

(T)  
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First Axis: The role of information and communications technology 
in our lives  
"October"  

Put ( ) or ( × ):- 
1. metallic objects -Ground penetrating radar is used to find buried non

underground.  )    (  

2. The Global Positioning System  ) GPS) uses satellites to communicate and 
locate objects .  )    (  

3. Albert Lin is a scientist antiquities.  )    (  
4. A magnetometer is a technological tool that can be used to explore what is 

above the Earth's surface.  )    (  

5. ea by controlling the pilot while he is on Satellites are used to discover an ar
the surface of the Earth to take pictures )    (  

6. GPS is used to find a location.  )    (  
7. Albert Lin uses traditional excavation tools to uncover underground ruins.  )    (  
8. Technology tools have helped archaeologists know where to dig by 

surveying above and below the ground.  )    (  

9. GPS is used to gain more information about where you are traveling.  )    (  
10. GPS is used to communicate and locate objects by spacecraft.  )    (  
11. Albert Lin is digging for underground antiquities.  )    (  
12. Technology tools have helped archaeologists save time and effort.  )    (  
13. You have to be an archaeologist to use technology.  )    (  
14. The drone cannot take pictures.  )    (  
15. Ground penetrating radar is used to find objects underground )    (  
16. GPS is used to find the places you want to visit )    (  
17. The Global Positioning System  ) GPS  (connects to satellites to determine 

locations .  )    (  
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18. In the era of the mechanical revolution, the technological revolution 
began, and that period witnessed the emergence of printing .  )    (  

19. in the era of the electrical revolutioncame into being The digital meter .  )    (  
20. In the era of the electronic revolution, communication between peoples 

was through pictures or drawings, as in hieroglyphic writings.  )    (  

21. The first digital computer was invented and was powered by vacuum 
mechanical revolutiontubes in an era before the  .  )    (  

22. The most distinctive feature of our current era is the Pescaline machine.  )    (  
23. The Pascaline machine was considered the first version of printers.  )    (  
24. The era of the information revolution is called the era of the electronic 

revolution.    

25. In the era of the mechanical revolution, people were able to record a 
wealth of information.  )    (  

    
26. The Egyptian Knowledge Bank contains some documents dating back to 

the era before the mechanical revolution.  )    (  

27. The advent of electricity took place in the era of the mechanical/electrical 
revolution.  )    (  

28. The era of the information revolution extends to the present time.  )    (  
29. In the era of the mechanical revolution, people relied on recording 

information on a tape recorder.  )    (  

30. Email is used in the modern era as a means of communication.  )    (  
31. The printing machine was discovered in the era of the electronic 

revolution.  )    (  

32. In the era of the mechanical revolution, the technological revolution 
began, and that period witnessed the emergence of printing .  )    (  

33. Output devices help process data )    (  
34. Braille converts letters into raised symbols that can be read by touch )    (  
35. A keyboard is a device used to extract data )    (  
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36. You can see what you are doing on your device by looking at the display 
screen )    (  

37. Information is the last result we get after processing the data )    (  
38. CPU is a type of software )    (  
39. Computer input devices process data )    (  
40. The keyboard enters letters and numbers.  )    (  
41. The printer is used to print images and information from the computer 

onto paper )    (  

42. native speakers to speak-A speech synthesizer is a device that allows non  )    (  
43. The user enters data into the computer via input modules )    (  
44. The display screen is considered both an input and output unit.    
45. Speakers are the input units for outputting audio clips.  )    (  
46.The type of information produced by the speech complex is visual 

information )    (  

47. important to remember to save your work regularlynot  )    (  
48. An operating system is not necessary for computers )    (  
49. and its An operating system is necessary to deal with a computer 

programs.  )    (  

50. data processingthe product of Information is  .  )    (  
51. MS.Word  is a type of device  )    (  
52. CPU is a type of software )    (  
53. Computer input devices process data )    (  
54.The operating system receives information and displays it on the screen )    (  
55. The operating system sends data to the CPU )    (  
56. is to extract informationThe first stage of data processing  )    (  
57. The components of a computer are divided into hardware and software.  )    (  
58. Hearing aids are considered one of the prosthetic devices for people with 

hearing disabilities )    (  

59. Screen magnification software is considered an assistive technology )    (  
60. able to overcome his disability through assistive technologywas  .  )    (  
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following the from answer correct the Choose (b :- 

61. Screen magnification programs are one of the assistive technology tools )    (  
62. people of determination to practice For  facilitatesAssistive technology 

their daily lives )    (  

63.  Oral communication on disabilitieshelps people with Sports equipment 
And the linguist )    (  

64. Assistive technology means Sports balls that make sound    
65. Medical hearing aids help people of determination (without a limb) in their 

daily lives )    (  

66. impossible commonMalfunctions of electronic devices are  )    (  
67. then and is best to delete it first it to open an application, you are unable If 

reinstall it )    (  

68. When you encounter a computer problem, the first step you take is to ask 
your teacher or a family member for help )    (  

69. do many tasks such as writing reportsICT tools can help you .  )    (  
70. your device and try to open the application restart You cannot find a file, 

again )    (  

1. The Global Positioning System  ) GPS  (is used to communicate and locate objects  
Drones Radar rays Satellites 

2. Albert Lin Scientist .........................  
antiquities physics mathematics 

3. You receive a message from your friend that he has lost his way...this means that you 
need...  

Ground penetrating radar GPS device Drone 
4. te objects by The ................................................ system is used to communicate and loca

means of...  Satellites.  
Radar rays Lighting Global positioning  

5. A device used to detect metallic objects underground ... 

Magnetometer 
Global Positioning 

System 
mobile 
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6.  ..........................s on the iIt is used to take pictures by controlling them while the pilot 
surface of the Earth 

Drone _ Radar Satellites 
7.  Albert Lin is an archaeologist who used technological tools that replace

...........................to discover antiquities  
Digging Note Writing 

8. metallic objects under the surface of the earth-It is used to find buried non  
Ground penetrating radar GPS device Drone 

9.  ..................................rmation is used to take pictures to obtain more details and info
about an area 

Radar Magnetometer Satellites 
10. Among the technological tools that can be used to explore what is above the 

surface of the Earth...  
Drones Satellites both of them 

11. The era of the electronic revolution was characterized by the emergence of...  
laptop Printer machine Hieroglyphic symbols 

12.  ...............is used as a means of communication in the modern era  
mail-E  Pencils Fountain pens 

13. The Pascaline machine is the first version of...  

mail-E  
Screen magnification 

software 
Calculator 

14. One of the inventions that appeared in the era of the electronic revolution...  
electricity the phone Satellites 

15. The timeline of technological development is ...................  
Word processor, pens, 

typewriter 
Typewriter, pens ،

MS.Word 
Pens, typewriter ،

MS.Word 
16. r oIn the era of ......................... communication between peoples was through pictures 

drawings, as in hieroglyphic writings 

Electronic revolution 
Before the mechanical 

revolution 
Mechanical revolution 
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17. appeared in the era ofThe digital meter ...  

Electronic revolution 
Before the mechanical 

revolution 
Mechanical revolution 

18. communication between people was the era before the mechanical revolution, 
through...  

mail-E  Drawings and pictures mobile phones 
19. mechanical era-In the pre appeared........................  

The first digital computer Manuscripts the printer 
20. The satellites were launched in the era...................................  

Electric revolution 
Before the mechanical 

revolution 
Electronic revolution 

21. Smartphones were invented...  

Electric revolution 
Before the mechanical 

revolution 
Mechanical revolution 

22. One of the accessory devices you use during video chats...  
the printer Scanner Camera 

 
23. From computer input devices ..................  

Scanner Printer machine Screen 
24. From output devices..................  

Mouse keyboard the printer 
25. The camera and microphone are used to...  

Published articles Video chats Text messages 
26. Among the devices that a word processing program needs to write on a 

computer...  
keyboard the printer Headphones 

27. The component responsible for entering data into the computer...  
keyboard CPU the printer 

28. Information is considered the results of processing...  
data Digital blogs mail-E  
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29. It converts letters into prominent symbols that can be read by touch 
Headphones the screen Braille 

30. A device that helps the blind...  
Scanner the printer Braille peripheral system 

31. native speakers to speak-A device that allows non...  
Scanner the printer Speech compound 

32. Transforms ................ letters into prominent symbols by touch that are read.  
The mouse Braille Scanner 

33.  ...............is used to copy paper into the computer  
display Speech compound Scanner 

34. Among the devices that a word processing program needs to write on a 
computer...  

keyboard the printer Headphones 
35.  ...............................enables you to output audio clips from the computer  

Control mouse Loudspeaker 
Screen magnification 

software 
36. The computer speaker allows ...........................  

Enter audio data 
Extracting audio 

information 
Print papers 

37. It is considered a combination of input and output units.  
touch screen the printer Headphones 

38. Fits palm size moveB  allowsThe hand  Easily choose things ...  
The microphone Mouse Loudspeaker 

39.  ............................and ta dawhose function is to process It is an electronic device 
has the ability to store data and information 

Computer Braille Speech compound 
40. The computer processes ......................... and outputs it in the form of 

information.  
Wires data Input units 

41. output devicesFrom computer ..................  
display Printer machine both of them 
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42. Screen magnification software is used for people who suffer from...  
Hearing impairment Visual impairment Lost of a limb 

 
43. When you're having trouble opening an application on your computer, you 

may need to ...  
Restart the device again Replace the mouse Keyboard replacement 

44. Screen enlargement software allows...  
See information Hear information Print papers 

45. Preferably ........................... after repairing or reinstalling the mouse in the 
device.  
Connect the power 

charger to the device 
Check the electrical 

connections 
Restart the device 

46. You want to find a file on your device. You need ...............................  
Close and unlock the 

device 
Press ALT+CTRL+DEL Use the SEARCH BOX 

47. The command responsible for closing applications on a personal computer or 
laptop is...  
DEL + ALT + CTRL ALT + DEL + TAB DEL + TAB + SHIFT 

48. It helps people of determination (who are missing a limb) in their daily lives 
Artificial leg keyboard Camera 

49. A malfunction in any computer is considered ... 
Possible always Impossible 

50. If you are looking for a Word file  ،................................ foldersearch in the .  
the documents the pictures Downloads 

51. ................................... is necessary for the operation of any computer 
Windows Word keyboard 

52. Windows is considered one ofoperating system ...  
Software Input units Output units 

53. ............processes data.  
CPU Input units Output units 



FirstTerm -  preparation and design / يق أصدقاء الكمبيج ياسمين شعيبأ. –وتر روب فر  ١٠١٠

First Axis: The role of information and communications technology
in our lives  
"October"

Put ( ) or ( × ):-
1. metallic objects-Ground penetrating radar is used to find buried non

underground.
 )( 

2. The Global Positioning System  ) GPS) uses satellites to communicate and
locate objects .

 )( 

3. Albert Lin is a scientist antiquities.  )( 
4. A magnetometer is a technological tool that can be used to explore what is

above the Earth's surface.
 ) ×( 

5. Satellites are used to discover an area by controlling the pilot while he is on 
the surface of the Earth to take pictures

 ) ×( 

6. GPS is used to find a location.   )( 
7. Albert Lin uses traditional excavation tools to uncover underground ruins.   ) ×(  
8. Technology tools have helped archaeologists know where to dig by 

surveying above and below the ground.  
 )( 

9. GPS is used to gain more information about where you are traveling.  )( 
10. GPS is used to communicate and locate objects by spacecraft.  ) ×( 
11. Albert Lin is digging for underground antiquities.   ) ×( 
12. Technology tools have helped archaeologists save time and effort.  )( 
13. You have to be an archaeologist to use technology.  ) ×( 
14. The drone cannot take pictures.   ) ×( 
15. Ground penetrating radar is used to find objects underground  )( 
16. GPS is used to find the places you want to visit  )( 

Answers
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17. The Global Positioning System  ) GPS  (connects to satellites to determine 
locations .  

 )(  

18. In the era of the mechanical revolution, the technological revolution 
began, and that period witnessed the emergence of printing .  

 )(  

19. came into being in the era of the electrical revolutionThe digital meter .   ) ×(  
20. In the era of the electronic revolution, communication between peoples 

was through pictures or drawings, as in hieroglyphic writings.  
 ) ×(  

21. The first digital computer was invented and was powered by vacuum 
mechanical revolutiontubes in an era before the  .  

 ) ×(  

22. The most distinctive feature of our current era is the Pescaline machine.   ) ×(  
23. The Pascaline machine was considered the first version of printers.   ) ×(  
24. The era of the information revolution is called the era of the electronic 

revolution.  
 )(  

   
25. In the era of the mechanical revolution, people were able to record a 

wealth of information.  
 )(  

26. The Egyptian Knowledge Bank contains some documents dating back to 
the era before the mechanical revolution.  

 )(  

27. The advent of electricity took place in the era of the mechanical/electrical 
revolution.  

 )(  

28. The era of the information revolution extends to the present time.   )(  
29. In the era of the mechanical revolution, people relied on recording 

e recorderinformation on a tap.  
 )(  

30. Email is used in the modern era as a means of communication.   )(  
31. The printing machine was discovered in the era of the electronic 

revolution.  
 )(  

32. In the era of the mechanical revolution, the technological revolution 
began, and that period witnessed the emergence of printing .  

 )(  
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33. Output devices help process data  ) ×(  
34. Braille converts letters into raised symbols that can be read by touch  )(  
35. A keyboard is a device used to extract data  ) ×(  
36. You can see what you are doing on your device by looking at the display 

screen 
 )(  

37. Information is the last result we get after processing the data  )(  
38. CPU is a type of software  ) ×(  
39. Computer input devices process data  )(  
40. The keyboard enters letters and numbers.   )(  
41. The printer is used to print images and information from the computer 

onto paper 
 )(  

42. native speakers to speak-A speech synthesizer is a device that allows non   )(  
43. The user enters data into the computer via input modules  )(  
44. The display screen is considered both an input and output unit.   ) ×(  
45. Speakers are the input units for outputting audio clips.   ) ×(  
46.The type of information produced by the speech complex is visual 

information 
 ) ×(  

47. important to remember to save your work regularlynot   ) ×(  
48. An operating system is not necessary for computers  ) ×(  
49. and its An operating system is necessary to deal with a computer 

programs.  
 )(  

50. data processingthe product of Information is  .   )(  
51. MS.Word  is a type of device   ) ×(  
52. CPU is a type of software  ) ×(  
53. Computer input devices process data  ) ×(  
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54.The operating system receives information and displays it on the screen  )(  

55. The operating system sends data to the CPU  )(  
56. is to extract informationThe first stage of data processing   ) ×(  

57. The components of a computer are divided into hardware and software.   )(  
58. Hearing aids are considered one of the prosthetic devices for people with 

hearing disabilities 
 )(  

59. Screen magnification software is considered an assistive technology  )(  
60. able to overcome his disability through assistive technologywas  .   )(  
61. Screen magnification programs are one of the assistive technology tools  )(  
62. people of determination to practice For  facilitatesAssistive technology 

their daily lives 
 )(  

63.  Oral communication on disabilitieshelps people with Sports equipment 
And the linguist 

 ) ×(  

64. Assistive technology means Sports balls that make sound   )(  
65. Medical hearing aids help people of determination (without a limb) in their 

daily lives 
 ) ×(  

66. impossible commonMalfunctions of electronic devices are   ) ×(  
67. then and is best to delete it first it to open an application, you are unable If 

reinstall it 
 ) ×(  

68. When you encounter a computer problem, the first step you take is to ask 
your teacher or a family member for help 

 ) ×(  

69. do many tasks such as writing reportsICT tools can help you .   )(  
70. your device and try to open the application restart You cannot find a file, 

again 
 ) ×(  
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following the from answer rectcor the Choose (b :- 
1. The Global Positioning System  ) GPS  (is used to communicate and locate objects  

Drones Radar rays Satellites 
2. Albert Lin Scientist .........................  

antiquities physics mathematics 
3. You receive a message from your friend that he has lost his way...this means that you 

need...  
Ground penetrating radar GPS device Drone 

4. The ................................................ system is used to communicate and locate objects by 
means of...  Satellites.  

Radar rays Lighting Global positioning  
5. A device used to detect metallic objects underground ... 

Magnetometer 
Global Positioning 

System 
mobile 

6.  ..........................It is used to take pictures by controlling them while the pilot is on the 
surface of the Earth 

Drone _ Radar Satellites 
7. Albert Lin is an archaeologist who used technological tools that replace 

...........................to discover antiquities  
Digging Note Writing 

8. metallic objects under the surface of the earth-It is used to find buried non  
Ground penetrating radar GPS device Drone 

9.  ..................................is used to take pictures to obtain more details and information 
about an area 

Radar Magnetometer Satellites 
10. Among the technological tools that can be used to explore what is above the 

surface of the Earth...  
Drones Satellites both of them 

11. The era of the electronic revolution was characterized by the emergence of...  
laptop Printer machine Hieroglyphic symbols 

12.  ...............is used as a means of communication in the modern era  
E-mail Pencils Fountain pens 
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13. The Pascaline machine is the first version of...  

mail-E  
Screen magnification 

software 
Calculator 

14. One of the inventions that appeared in the era of the electronic revolution...  
electricity the phone Satellites 

15. The timeline of technological development is ...................  
Word processor, pens, 

typewriter 
Typewriter, pens ،

MS.Word 
 ،Pens, typewriter

MS.Word 
16. In the era of ......................... communication between peoples was through pictures or 

drawings, as in hieroglyphic writings 

Electronic revolution 
Before the mechanical 

revolution 
Mechanical revolution 

17. appeared in the era ofThe digital meter ...  

Electronic revolution 
Before the mechanical 

revolution 
Mechanical revolution 

18. communication between people was the era before the mechanical revolution, 
through...  

E-mail Drawings and pictures mobile phones 
19. mechanical era-In the pre appeared........................  

The first digital computer Manuscripts the printer 
20. The satellites were launched in the era...................................  

Electric revolution 
Before the mechanical 

revolution 
Electronic revolution 

21. Smartphones were invented...  

Electric revolution 
Before the mechanical 

revolution 
Mechanical revolution 

22. One of the accessory devices you use during video chats...  
the printer Scanner Camera 

23. From computer input devices ..................  
Scanner Printer machine Screen 
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24. From output devices..................  
Mouse keyboard the printer 

25. The camera and microphone are used to...  
Published articles Video chats Text messages 

26. Among the devices that a word processing program needs to write on a 
computer...  

keyboard the printer Headphones 
27. The component responsible for entering data into the computer...  

keyboard CPU the printer 
28. Information is considered the results of processing...  

data Digital blogs mail-E  
29. It converts letters into prominent symbols that can be read by touch 

Headphones the screen Braille 
30. A device that helps the blind...  

Scanner the printer Braille peripheral system 
31. native speakers to speak-A device that allows non...  

Scanner the printer Speech compound 
32. Transforms ................ letters into prominent symbols by touch that are read.  

The mouse Braille Scanner 
33.  ...............is used to copy paper into the computer  

display Speech compound Scanner 
34. Among the devices that a word processing program needs to write on a 

computer...  
keyboard the printer Headphones 

35.  ...............................enables you to output audio clips from the computer  

Control mouse Loudspeaker 
Screen magnification 

software 
36. The computer speaker allows ...........................  

Enter audio data Extracting audio 
information 

Print papers 

37. It is considered a combination of input and output units.  

touch screen the printer Headphones 
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38. Fits palm size moveB  allowsThe hand  Easily choose things ...  

The microphone Mouse Loudspeaker 
39.  ............................and data whose function is to process It is an electronic device 

has the ability to store data and information 

Computer Braille Speech compound 
40. The computer processes ......................... and outputs it in the form of 

information.  

Wires data Input units 
41. output devicesFrom computer ..................  

display Printer machine both of them 
42. Screen magnification software is used for people who suffer from...  

Hearing impairment Visual impairment Lost of a limb 
43. When you're having trouble opening an application on your computer, you 

may need to ...  
Restart the device again Replace the mouse Keyboard replacement 

44. Screen enlargement software allows...  

See information Hear information Print papers 
45. Preferably ........................... after repairing or reinstalling the mouse in the 

device.  
Connect the power 

charger to the device 
Check the electrical 

connections 
Restart the device 

46. You want to find a file on your device. You need ...............................  
Close and unlock the device Press ALT+CTRL+DEL  Use theSEARCH BOX 

47. The command responsible for closing applications on a personal computer or 
laptop is...  
DEL + ALT + CTRL ALT + DEL + TAB DEL + TAB + SHIFT 

48. It helps people of determination (who are missing a limb) in their daily lives 
Artificial leg keyboard Camera 

49. A malfunction in any computer is considered ... 
Possible always Impossible 
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50. If you are looking for a Word file  ،................................ foldersearch in the .  

the documents the pictures Downloads 
51. ................................... is necessary for the operation of any computer 

Windows Word keyboard 
52. Windows is considered one ofoperating system ...  

Software Input units Output units 
53. ............processes data.  

CPU Input units Output units 
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Model 1  
Put ( ) or ( × ):- 

Choose the correct answer from between brackets: 

1. Windows is considered one ofoperating system ...  

2. in Smartphones were invented............................  

3. The computer speaker allows ...........................  

4.  .....................................Helping people of determination (without a limb) in practicing 
their daily lives  

5. Among the devices that a word processing program needs to write on a 
computer...  

Complete the following sentences with the appropriate answer from 
between the words: 

 )digging - calculator - satellites - keyboard - poor eyesight (  
1. The Global Positioning System  ) GPS  (is used to communicate and locate objects  
2. Albert Lin is an archaeologist who used technological tools that replace 

...........................to discover antiquities  
3. The Pascaline machine is the first version of...  
4. The component responsible for entering data into the computer...  
5. Screen magnification software is used for people who suffer from...  

  

1. your device and try to open the restart You cannot find a file, 
application again )  (  

2. The Pascaline machine was considered the first version of printers.  )  (  
3. metallic objects -Ground penetrating radar is used to find buried non

underground.  )  (  
4. Screen magnification software is considered an assistive technology )  (  

5. do many tasks such as writing reportsICT tools can help you .  )  (  

oftwareS  Input units Output units 

Electric revolution  Before the mechanical 
revolution  Mechanical revolution  

Enter audio data  Extracting audio 
information  Print papers 

Artificial leg keyboard Camera 

keyboard the printer Headphones 
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Model 2  
Put ( ) or ( × ):- 

  
Choose the correct answer from between brackets: 

  

1. metallic objects -Ground penetrating radar is used to find buried non
underground.  )  (  

2. An operating system is not necessary for computers )  (  
3. The era of the information revolution is called the era of the electronic 

revolution.  )  (  

4. is to extract informationThe first stage of data processing  )  (  
5. The components of a computer are divided into hardware and 

software.  )  (  

6. Assistive technology means Sports balls that make sound  )  (  
7. Speakers are the input units for outputting audio clips.  )  (  

1. mechanical era-In the pre appeared........................  
The first digital computer Manuscripts the printer 

2. The satellites were launched in the era...................................  

Electric revolution Before the mechanical 
revolution Electronic revolution 

3. Fits palm size moveB  allowsThe hand  Easily choose things ...  
The microphone Mouse Loudspeaker 

4. You want to find a file on your device. You need ...............................  
Close and unlock the device Press ALT+CTRL+DEL Use the SEARCH BOX 

5. The command responsible for closing applications on a personal computer or 
laptop is...  
DEL + ALT + CTRL ALT + DEL + TAB DEL + TAB + SHIFT 

6. The camera and microphone are used to...  
Published articles Video chats Text messages 

7.  ..................................is used to take pictures to obtain more details and information 
about an area 

Radar Magnetometer Satellites 
8. Among the technological tools that can be used to explore what is above the surface 

of the Earth...  
Drones Satellites both of them 
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Model 3  
Put ( ) or ( × ):- 

Choose the correct answer from between brackets: 

Complete the following sentences with the appropriate answer from 
between the words: 

  )Scanner - software - documents - before the mechanical revolution - computer (  
1. In the era of ......................... communication between peoples was through 

pictures or drawings, as in hieroglyphic writings 
2.  ...............is used to copy paper into the computer  
3.  ............................and data whose function is to process It is an electronic device 

has the ability to store data and information 
4. If you are looking for a Word file  ،................................ foldersearch in the .  
5. Windows operating system is considered one of...  

  
  

1. In the era of the mechanical revolution, people relied on recording 
information on a tape recorder.  )  (  

2. The type of information produced by the speech complex is visual 
information )  (  

3. important to remember to save your work regularlynot  )  (  
4. Hearing aids are considered one of the prosthetic devices for 

people with hearing disabilities )  (  
5. Screen magnification software is considered an assistive 

technology )  (  

1. Information is considered the results of processing...  
data Digital blogs mail-E  

2. It converts letters into prominent symbols that can be read by touch 
Headphones the screen Braille 

3. Screen magnification software is used for people who suffer from...  
Hearing impairment Visual impairment Lost of a limb 

4. When you're having trouble opening an application on your computer, you may 
need to ...  

Restart the device again Replace the mouse Keyboard replacement 
5.  ...............is used as a means of communication in the modern era  

mail-E  Pencils Fountain pens 
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٢٣ ٢٣ 

Model 4  
Put ( ) or ( × ):- 

Choose the correct answer from between brackets: 

  

1. In the era of the mechanical revolution, the technological revolution 
began, and that period witnessed the emergence of printing .  )  (  

2. came into being in the era of the electrical revolutionThe digital meter .  )  (  
3. Computer input devices process data )  (  
4. The operating system receives information and displays it on the screen )  (  
5. able to overcome his disability through assistive technologywas  .  )  (  
6. Screen magnification programs are one of the assistive technology tools )  (  
7. Output devices help process data )  (  

1. It is considered a combination of input and output units.  

touch screen the printer Headphones 
2. native speakers to speak-A device that allows non...  

Scanner the printer Speech compound 
3. Transforms ................ letters into prominent symbols by touch that are read.  

The mouse Braille Scanner 

4. The computer processes ......................... and outputs it in the form of information.  

Wires data Input units 
5. output devicesFrom computer ..................  

display Printer machine both of them 
6. One of the inventions that appeared in the era of the electronic revolution...  

electricity the phone Satellites 
7. Windows operating system is considered one of...  

Software Input units Output units 
8. ............processes data.  

CPU Input units Output units 
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٢٤ ٢٤ 

Model 1  

  

Model 2  

Put ( ) or ( × ):- 
  

Choose the correct answer from 
between brackets: 

  
( × )  Software  
( × )  Mechanical revolution  

 )(  Extracting audio information  
 )(  Artificial leg 
 )(  keyboard 

Complete the following sentences with the appropriate answer from 
between the words: 

  
Satellites  

Digging  
Calculator  
keyboard  

Visual impairment  

Put ( ) or ( × ):- 
  

Choose the correct answer from 
between brackets: 

  

 )(  Manuscripts  

( × )  Electronic revolution  

 )(  Mouse 

( × )  Use the SEARCH BOX 

 )(  DEL + ALT + CTRL 

 )(  Video chats  

( × )  Satellites  

  both of them  
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٢٥ ٢٥ 

  

Model 3  

  

Model 4  

  

Put ( ) or ( × ):- 
  

Choose the correct answer from 
between brackets: 

  
 )(  data  

( × )  Braille  
( × )  Visual impairment 

 )(  Restart the device again 

 )(  E-mail  

Complete the following sentences with the appropriate answer from 
between the words: 

  
Before the mechanical revolution  

Scanner  
Computer  

the documents  
Software  

Put ( ) or ( × ):- 
  

Choose the correct answer from 
between brackets: 

  
 )(  touch screen  

( × )  Speech compound  
( × )  Braille 

 )(  data 

 )(  both of them 

 )(  Satellites  

( × )  Software 
  CPU  










